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"Chippendale's . . . obsessively detailed [comics] feel like [they've] been shot straight from his brain
onto the page." -Village Voice

Puke Force is social satire written dark and dense across Brian Chippendale's deconstructed multiverse of
walking, talking M&Ms, hamsters, and cycloptic-yet-glamorous trivia hosts. In scathingly funny single-
page strips that build and build, he takes on social media narcissism, governmental propaganda, racism,
and a culture of violence, skewering the malice of the right and the hypocrisies of the left.
A bomb explodes in a coffee shop: the incident is played out over and over again from the perspective of
each table in the shop, revisiting moments from ten and twenty years before. We see the inevitable as the
characters bicker or celebrate, unaware of what's coming. Throughout this dystopic graphic novel,
Chippendale uses humor and a frantic drawing style to show how the insidious nature of corporate greed
and the commodification of everything have warped society into a killing machine.
Sardonic and self-aware, Puke Force asks all the right questions, providing a startling and on-point take
on contemporary social issues. Chippendale's artwork makes each panel a masterpiece of thrumming
linework and lo-fi magic, as his storytelling wends and winds its way to a fascinating conclusion.
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From reader reviews:

Armando McFarland:

The book Puke Force give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting pressure or having big
problem together with your subject. If you can make looking at a book Puke Force to be your habit, you can
get much more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all
subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like wide open and read a guide Puke Force. Kinds of book
are a lot of. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this
guide?

Stephen Adams:

This Puke Force book is not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit you
get by reading this book is actually information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get info which is
getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This specific Puke Force without we
comprehend teach the one who reading through it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't
become worry Puke Force can bring whenever you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' come
to be full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even telephone. This Puke Force having very
good arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Susan Woods:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Puke Force can be the reply, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?

Richard Powe:

Publication is one of source of expertise. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen require book to know the revise information of year for you to year. As we
know those publications have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around
the world. From the book Puke Force we can get more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To be
creative person must like to read a book. Merely choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't
possibly be doubt to change your life by this book Puke Force. You can more attractive than now.
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